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Adult Camp
June 20-22, 2014
SCHEDULE
Friday, June 20th
5pm-8pm - Kick-Off Barbecue
Seminar: Course Design and Building
Ever wonder what a course designer is thinking? After interviewing
several world-class course designers, including Steve Stephens,
Course Designer for the Beijing Olympics, we have the inside track
on the hows and whys of course design. This insight can help you
better prepare for riding courses at shows, as well as help you ride or
set your own gymnastics and lines at home. Will include hands-on
jump/course setting.
Saturday, June 21st
9am-3pm
Riding lesson to include video recording
Video analysis and discussion: “Does your ride look like it
feels?”
We will video-tape rides both on the flat and over fences, at which
point we will super-slo-mo your ride to highlight position and form.
This can be done in a group or privately, depending on each rider's
preference.
Seminar: Conformation and how it affects performance
We will break out the masking tape on our horses to show lines and
angles and how they affect form over fences and across the ground.
Participants will also take part in “judging” a mock in-hand class, to

gain more experience assessing conformation for intended use, as
well as comparing and contrasting different body types.
Sunday, June 22nd
9am-3pm
Riding Lesson: Riding in the Open
Riders work on advanced aids for control out in the open:
Much of what we work on in the ring is about ride-ability and control
of your horse (speed, length of stride, impulsion, straightness). These
skills are tested to a greater degree when riding out in the open.
Seminar: Fitness and conditioning horse and rider
Riding outside the arena is also great for conditioning your horse.
Learn about how fitness affects your horseʼs performance and how
you can help him or her to be more fit and therefore, more athletic.
Unmounted, we will have a certified Pilates instructor who will
demonstrate how Pilates can help your riding. This is a chance to see
and feel the benefits of a Pilates conditioning program.
Demonstration: Free Jumping
We will host a free jumping clinic (with your horses or ours), so you
can see what we look for when free-jumping, and how the “chute” is
set to maximize the benefits to the horse.
Cost: $250, includes Friday night barbecue
Registration forms are available at www.cveq.com

